Yamaha xv750 cafe racer

I met Michael Capraro some years ago at a communal motorcycle workshop I was involved in.
His enthusiasm for bikes and the community that surrounded them was inspirational. As a
painter by trade, he selflessly gave his time to help us spruce up the workshop and in return, we
helped him make a few modifications to his military-themed Royal Enfield Bullet. As soon as I
saw it I had to have it and rode it all the way back to Essendon. Happy with his purchase he
rode the bike in that state for a couple of years. But 15 months ago Michael decided it was time
to add his own touch to his beloved Virago. The look of a cafe racer fairing, rear cowl and
clip-on bars really appeals to me. To achieve the look he was after, Michael got his hands on a
SS styled fibreglass fairing from Airtech Streamlining. Fitting a fairing to any bike that was
initially naked poses plenty of challenges. With the help of Matt from Krank Engineering , they
fabbed up aluminium hardware to hold the cowl firmly in place. Two concealed brackets
attached to the frame support the lower arms and a custom alloy support mounted into the fork
clamp nut does the heavy lifting. A third hidden bracket is attached to the neck of the frame and
doubles as a support for the headlight bucket. Next, Michael added a horde of modern electrical
upgrades including an LED headlight , dual function LED taillight and a comprehensive list of
Motogadget upgrades. Michael spends his days mixing colours so choosing a new hue for his
Yamaha was a cinch. The original fuel tank, front fairing, rear cowl and belly pan have all been
finished in an Audi-inspired Nardo grey. The grey marries well with the alloy highlights and
satin black details that are abundant on his XV and adds a level of class that was previously
lacking. The alloy engine covers have been polished to a mirror finish and are complemented by
polished fork legs, footpeg mounts and the rear drum. Again thanks to Matt at Krank
Engineering the bike wears custom side covers. Then, to ensure everything was looking like
new, Michael had the saddle reupholstered by needle and thread pro, Savvas upholstery. The
finishing touch is a smoked windscreen from Peter at Screens for Bikes. From how it makes its
way around the engine to the brazen trumpet style mufflers. To properly showcase the pipework
the exhaust has also been ceramic coated in flat black and the alloy heatshields cleaned up. It
feels like a true cafe racer! Photography by Jason Lau. Now Week Month. Cafe Racers. Electric
Motorcycle. Gear Reviews. More Stuff. S Workshops U. Share Tweet. See also. Top 10 Cafe
Racer Builds of See all results. Subscribe Our newsletter delivers all the Cafe Racer news,
rumors, deals and events directly to you each week. Buy Now. Motogadget Motoscope Pro. LED
headlights. Motogadget wireless ignition. Motogadget accessories. Performance tyres. Cafe
Racer mirrors. Have you seen those steel Benelli Mojave tanks from India on ebay? We
purchased 4 of them and they are very poor quality, rusty inside and out and peppered with
small pin holes, the worst one had 21 leaks in to fix. They also were all different sizes and
shapes. We are now in the process of making some bomb proof rotational moulded Benelli
Mojave style tanks. Check below for more details We also plan to increase the low 8 litre volume
as well to something a bit more acceptable Also on offer is. Modification and fitment of R6 forks.
Wire wheel building front and back, yep we have worked it out with readily available parts. Its
not as difficult as made out on the forums. See below for a link that will show you how its done.
They are designed to take a standard Yamaha petcock with Painting your Twig TT nylon tank.
Can you tell me where I can get the Xv rear wheel 2 front conversion kit from theres lots of
pictures but no supplier details Hope you can help Tony NZ. Hi Tony, These can be purchased
by emailing Matt Dunlavey racer yahoo. These are made by Rod Tingate. Hi Guys, Just picked
up my XV yesterday and am looking at a shopping list of parts. Is there any chance of any
photos to go with the price lists above so I can just make it clear what i am getting. Thanks in
advance. Great site by the way. Greetings from Reno, Nv. Regards, Philipâ€¦. We can make you
a glass tank or soon to be available plastic tank. The mount kit is designed to only for our tanks,
Sorry. Will the fiberglass tank would mount straight to the bike without any modification and
how strong are these tanks. Is there any chance of increasing the volume of the tank from 12lt
to 15lt. Thanks, Joseph. But it would only be a matter of you making a mount kit for it. You
could increase the volume by cutting out a section of the underneath and re glassing in a new
section. This will all depend on clearance you have. These tanks are quite strong but not as
tough as a steel tank, or one of our soon to be released plastic tanks which will be almost
indestructible. I have a Triumph Speed Triple fork and triple tree i want to use on my xv cafe. If i
send it to you can you do the same as you do with the r6 or is the more to it? I would really have
to see the triple tree before I could give an answer I would need to measure it up. If you want to
send it to me for assessment I am happy to see if it will work. Thanks for the reply. So just for
my understanding, is it just the steering stem that needs machining down? Hi guys, I am
wondering if the tank and seat subframe will fit a virago xv ? We used a vynalester resin Hetron
and they weigh around 3. We no longer make these as we are doing the Nylon plastic tanks now
which are fully paintable and and super tough they weigh only 2. Awesome thank you for the
quick reply. How much are those tanks running? And will they work with the mounting kit you

sell? It is from Japan. I want your sub-frame and battery box. Please tell me the price and
shipping and payment methods and delivery. Hello from Rhodes Island. All the nylon plastic
tanks the come without the insert for the round Yamaha logo? And this the email for the order?
Hi Fabio, All the Nylon tanks come without the insert we removed this to allow more scope for
paint and to suit many other brands of bikes. The email to order is trxcaferacer live. Regards
Ian. Yep we take Paypal To order pleas email trxcaferacer live. I have not checked this but I
would think that it would fit, you may need to adjust the mounting brackets. Hello I asked myself
the same question what is the inside dimension of the side frame tank Thanks. These kits are
still available and will be back in stock shortly. Hi from Montana! Do you sell modification and
fitment kit of R6 forks for a virago R euro model? The R6 forks need only slight modification to
the steer tube and a bearing swap. Any universal rearsets will work. I am now working on some
rearset plates to be used on the XV chain drive. I have had some castings made I need to find
some time to machine them then test fitment. Hello i am interested in your your kit without the
headlight. How much is shipping to the U. But I have no control over the postal service. No I
dont sell them. Hi Bob this subframe is NOT designed to carry 2 people. To do this you need to
have something engineered and approved by your local road traffic authorities. DO NOT put 2
people on one of our subframes. Bonjour j aimerai vous achetez la boucle arriere et le reservoir
pour mon virago. I am unsure if this stuff fits the I would like to get my hands on one but I dont
think we got them here. I mean everything looks the same minus the engine size. Let me know,
Thank you! I have a Yamaha Xv Virago, and i am looking for someone to build a custum seat
and subframe, i have pictures of what i would like done if there is a way i can send them to you
by email or text message i will. Need help thanks. Please send your pics to trxcaferacer live.
Cheers Ian. Hi I would like to buy the rear frame and the battery compartment. Please send me
the bank details and I will transfer the sum. Hi, I am after the seat subframe and the battery box
for my Xv frame. Are these products still available to purchase? Do you ship internationally
Australia? Is the website live? Hi Chris, Yep we ship worldwide and the products can be
purchased through the on line store. Ill browse the website now. I live in the USA and am
looking for a subframe for a virago that will accept a flat brat style seat is this something you
guys offer? Also read previous comments mentioning the rear to front wheel conversion do you
know if these are still available? Hi, do you a mount kit for a steel tank? I have already bought a
steel one before I found your web site. How does the tank fitting kit Work with the round bits?
Thanks craig. Hi my name is Aaron. I just got a 81 Virago and am looking into doing a cafe racer
style bike. Looking at the seat bracket and battery box. Also had some questions about the
headlight and tail light bracket. How does the tail light bracket attach and what does it look like?
Does it have a place for a license plate as well? And is the headlight a conversion to a halogen
bulb or Not? Hi Aaron, the taillight bracket is a generic bracket and woks best with a little
modification and rivet or bolt to the subframe. Thanks a lot! Would you have any
recommendations for rearward controls. Kind of having a hard time finding any. It seems like
with this seat they would be a lot better plus I am looking at a 2 into 1 exhaust rhat would
require controls be moved back I believe. How does the tank mounting kit work exactly? I have
a benelli style tank and I just need longer rubber tank bushings or something, just wondering if
this can solve that problem. Hi Conner, Our tank mount kit only suits our tank. We remove the
rubbers an utilize the tube in the frame, then knock in the front mounts which then match up to
our tank. This will not work with your tank. The Benelli tanks from India are quite difficult to
mount, and the metal is of poor quality which make welding mounts to it difficult. This is why we
ditched that idea and made our own Nylon tank, which also has more volume. Regards Twig.
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Well we have made it easy as pie for you, with a bunch of bolt on parts. See below for a link that
will show you how its done Online store coming soon The parts and pricing we have so far is.
This tank can be mounted to almost any bike. No expence was spared in the construction of
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